Jennifer Smith and Shareka Smith’s Newly Released “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler” is an Inspiring Narrative of Hope and Redemption

Jennifer Smith and Shareka Smith’s newly released “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler” is an inspiring narrative of hope and redemption.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) January 04, 2019 -- “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler: Family Livelihood”: a riveting narrative that tells of a mother and daughter’s wisdom-filled moments with the Lord and loved ones. “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler” is the creation of published authors, Jennifer Smith, a mother of two and grandmother of one; and Shareka Smith, coauthor and holder of a bachelor’s degree in political science.

Smith shares, “Pastor Jerome Cutler got it like that. He is confident, clever, tall, handsome, and attractive African American senior pastor of a mega church living an undercover debauchery life on a dark path, with Satan that portrays broken marriage vows. This road is filled with an array of unfaithfulness, a story as old as time.

Pastor Jerome Cutler lost his way from God, his family, his marriage, his morals, his principles, and his values. Can he find his way back to what he once had with God? He spun out of control that led to his unhinged mental state of mind.

First Lady Karina thought she had a perfect life and perfect family. She was left shattered with a broken heart, because she was gullible and did not think Jerome would never revert to his old ways.

This modern novel entails the following:

- Every marriage has trials and tribulations.
- As a woman of God, are you willing to go the distance with God, continuing to honor your marriage vows to love and forgive an unfaithful husband?
- How much are you willing to take and endure before, if, when or will you throw in the towel on God?
- Pastors are not perfect, and they are vulnerable to the sins of the world.
- Pastors too endure life struggles, and battling their own demons.

The Inspirational Collections of Pastor Jerome Cutler: Family Livelihood is a captivating family story that will gravitate your heart, keeping your heart enticed to read until the end. This suspense and thriller Christian family story with twist and turns will entice you to continue reading, tempt you to know what is going to happen next, and persuade you to know what happens in the end.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Jennifer Smith’s new book will also inspire readers with the knowledge and impact of ministry and womanhood in life.

View a synopsis of “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler: Family Livelihood” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler: Family Livelihood” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.
For additional information or inquiries about “The Inspirational Collections Of Pastor Jerome Cutler: Family Livelihood”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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